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D. Wood has asked in [2] whether there exists an inherently non-planar bicolored digraph- 
grammar language. We shall give below a negative answer to this question. 
The terminology and the notations used here are those of [2]. We recall only 
the basic definitions. 
Definition [2]. A bicolored digraph grammar system (shortly a BDGS) is a 
quadruple 0 = (r, G, 2, h) where r = (U, E) is a bicolored digraph with E c 
u X {r, g} X U (r, g stand for “red”, resp-ztively “green”), G = (IV, T, S, P) is a 
Chomsky grammar, 2 c U is a non-empty set of entry points and h : U * 
(2’~4). If card h(u) = 1 for each u E U, then 0 is said to be canonical. 
For (x, u), (y, u) in V* X B/ we put (x, ci) + (y, u) ifI either 
(a) there is w --) z E h(u) such that x = x1 wx2, y = x1xz2, this is the leftmost 
occurrence of w in x and (u, g, U) E E or 
(b) y = X, no rule of h(w) is applicable to x and (u, r, u) E E. 
If (b) is replaced by: 
(b’) y = X, w --+ z is not applicable to x and (u, r, u) E E, 
then we write (x, u) 3 (y, u). Let I$ be the reflexive, transitive closure of * n 
Then L(0) = {x E T* 1 (S, w) 3 (x, u), u E i$}. In a similar way it is defined I,,(O), 
the language generated “with choice”. 
In [2] it is shown that for any BDGS 0 there is a canonical BDGS 0’ such thad 
L&O’) = L,(O). This statement is proved for L(0) in [3], as well as in [l] (this 
answers Problem 1 [2]). It follows that the choice does not modify the generative 
capacity of BDGS’s. Thus, in the sequel, we shall work with the language 
generated by 0 without choice. 
Problem 2 [2]. Given a class of underlying grammars 99, is there a BDG language 
L such that for all 0 = (r, 6,x, h), G E 3, L = L(O), the digraph r is a non-planar 
one? 
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Theorem. For any BDGS 0 an equivalent planar BDGS 8 of the same type with 
respect to the Chornsky’s hierarchy can be effectively constructed. 
Proof. We assume that @ is canonical without loss of generality. Assume that 0 
is non-planar. Thea the situation shown in Fig. 1 must occur for some ul, u2, Q, 
u2, where ci ~{r, g}, i = i, 2. 
Theriz are two cases: 
(i) cl=cz= r. Letting N = (A,, . . . 9 Ak} introduce k + 1 new nonterminals A& 
Al, . . . , A;. Replace Fig. 1 by Fig. 2, where ui, . . . , u:, u 5, . . . , I$, ZI are new 
nodes. The node u is introduced to ensure that the number of crossing edges is 
not increased. In this way, an equivalent canonical BDGS 0’ = (I”, G, 2, h’) which 
does not contain r..Bd-red intersections i  obtained. We have 
I-’ = (U, .E’), U’=UU{u,u~,u~ji=1,2 ,... k}, 
E’=(E-{(u,, r, VI), (u2, r, ZJ~)})U{(U~, r, u:)i i = 1.2,. . . k} 
UN& g, 4) 1 i = I, 2,. l l ~}U((U:, g, u) 1 i = 1,2,, . . k} 
Ub4 g, d, (u2, r, ulNUW, r, 2L) I i =2,. l . k}U(v:, r, u2)), 
G’ = (N’, T, S, P’), Iv’= NU{Ail i =0, .-. . k}, 
P’=PU{Ai-*A:,AI-,AiAI(i= l,..e,k)U(A~~~) 
and h : U’- P’ is defined by h’(u) = h(u) for u E U, h’(ui) ={A, + AI}, h’(o:) = 
(Ai+ AiA[b), i= I,. . . , k and h(u)={Ah* e}. 
(ii) cl = g or c2 = g (icclusive or). Introduce a new nonterminal A. We give the 
transformation for the case c1 = g the other cases follow similarly. Replace Fig. 1 
by Fig. 3. The canonical BDGS O”= (P, G, 2, h”) constructed in this case is 
defined by: r’ = (U”, I?‘), u” = VU(u) where u is a new node, 
E” = c- (E-h, g, v,), (~2, ~2, v2)}) 
UN47 & uJ9 b2, c2, a 04 g, u,), 04 r, 02)), 
G” = (N”, T, S, P”), N’=NU(A}, I”‘= PU{zl 3 xlA, A --+ E) 
and h”: U”-+ P’ is defined by h”(u) = h(u) for u E U”-{ul}, +“(ul) = {zl 4 x,A}, 
h”(u) = (A + E}. 
Hn both cases two crossing edges are removed by the appropriate trans- 
kormations and further, no extra crossing edges are introduced. Since there are 
only a finite number of crossing edges we can apply these transformations 
ireratively to give the 5~1 result, namely, 6 which is planar. 
Remark. By small modifications of the above constructions a stronger form of the 
above theorem can be obtained, namely: If 0 is a e-free green BDGS (it does not 
contain red edges) then 6 is also a &-free green BDGS (but possibly non- 
canonical), or 6 is a canonical e-free BDGS (but possibly it contains red edges), or 
@ is a green canonical BDGS (but e-rules can occur). 
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